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Ethiopia is a fascinating and yet understated country on the Horn of Africa is generally only on the

must-see list of the most seasoned and experienced travelers is often overlooked country in Africa

has got some of the most beautiful scenery and friendliest people. And most unique claimant found

anywhere in the world is consistently between 47 and 77Ã‚Â° and certain parts of Ethiopia have

what most commonly referred to as an Afro Alpine climate. Most of the tourists that go to Ethiopia

generally visit the capital city of Addis Ababa, which means "new flower." In Aramaic, the capital city

holds 3.5 million people and is constantly growing and expanding as the capital is constantly

improving its infrastructure with roads and other public works such as electric trains. So depending

on how many construction projects are under way at any given time. Moving around the city can be

quite slow when this occurs it will be better to travel by foot. Rather than by vehicle, the upside to

this is that you will get plenty of exercise and be able to take in far more scenery than you would

otherwise. This wonderful capital city is famous for its open our markets, selling everything from

unique treasures and trinkets to the freshest fruits vegetables, fish and meats found anywhere. The

essence of this city and its hustle and bustle will work its way deep into your pores. And you will feel

an unexplainable draw to it for the rest of your life. This city is a mix of all African cultures that have

wonderfully combined into something that is entirely and uniquely Ethiopian from the music to the

food and everything in between. There are wonderful museums that will explain how this cultural

melting pot came to be and how it continues to thrive and be a beacon of hope for the rest of Africa.

So if exploring the Alpine region of Africa, interacting with its wonderful people, beautiful scenery

and exquisite tasting food sounds like a good idea to you, then why not take Ms. Passport along for

the ride she will ensure that you have the most memorable and unforgettable vacation possible, her

pages are jam packed full of information and interesting tidbits and trivia that will inspire delight and

educate this handy little travel guide is broken down into a three-day itinerary from Friday through

Sunday. Each day consists of a specific attraction event or adventure, and also lists out the

restaurants and/or bars that are in the same general area and that day's activities this is to avoid

any unnecessary confusion or frustration of trying to find a restaurant after you have worked up

appetite, exploring a wonderful country. These spectacular little guidebooks are designed to

alleviate all the stress of planning and itinerary for a memorable vacation. They are also designed to

be used by those with a minimalist approach traveling, free-spirited individuals who don't like to stay

in one place too long having Ms. Passport with you is like having a tour guide or concierge. Tucked

away in your back pocket, whose only reason for being is to ensure that you have the most fantastic

and memorable vacation of your life. You will never be disappointed in the Ms. Passport travel



guide, and she will be a trusted traveling companion for many years to come.
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As indicated by others, this is crap. Been a dedicated and active  customer since the late 90's and

greatly appreciate the wide variety of books and many other things on the site, and don't expect  to

screen what's offered to any great extent, but come on, surely someone at  could have said this isn't

a book, this is a 10 year old's very short summer trip report.

This book tels us notting new about the great city of Addis Ababa... the information is poor without

any directions etc

disappointing - not what I expected at all - complete waste of money

Not really a Guide Book, it feels more like a short article full of typos and grammatical mistakes. You

can find much better material for free with a simple internet search.
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